One could say that Shreve completed his book too soon. The tone of the book excludes the possibility of Biermann's return to the GDR, and only hints at the possibilities for reform offered by Gorbachev and the Soviet Union. Since publication the circle has been completed. Biermann was allowed to perform once again in the GDR. Colin E. Smith's Tradition, Art and Society. Christa Wolfs Prose responds to these reception trends by calling attention to other facets of the literary and political context within which Christa Wolf has developed her writing. Smith concludes that the Cassandra lectures and monolog are "a new and fascinating experiment for Wolf" but that they are not "radically innovative" (292). He emphasizes continuity in Wolf's development from 1960-1984 of "aesthetic perception" as a mediation between rational analysis and sensual experience.
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When, in Der geteilte Himmel, Rita Seidel contemplates the Monet painting in her sanatorium room, she is able to remember her final separation from Manfred on the other side of the Berlin Wall and her disappointment with socialist factory life (53-58). Smith argues that the healing potential of aesthetic perception hinted at in this early work becomes ever more central to Wolf's writing process. Wolf's grounding in the German bourgeois literary tradition is further demonstrated, according to Smith, by her allusions to Theodor Storm and Thomas Mann in Nachdenken über Christa T, "suggesting a preference for this tradition over writers more reconcilable to Socialist Realist theory" (94). Smith reads Kindheitsmuster as "an aesthetic Bildungsroman" which shows the progress and doubts of a developing author (190). In Kein Ort. Nirgends, Smith points to the visual image as a distancing device for Heinrich von Kleist, much as it was for Rita Seidel, with which to put the present and the past in a different perspective (215). In addition to visual images, Smith points to the growing importance of "vital qualities of speech" for Wolf's construction of aesthetic perception in Kassandra. Smith disagrees with Barbara Lersch who sees in this rhythmic language a feminist aesthetic, although Wolf even names at the beginning of the fourth poetic lecture works by French feminist theorists, which influenced her thinking about women's writing (339). A glance at GDR reviews and articles about Kassandra would show the work's radical introduction of feminist politics and aesthetics within the GDR context. He sees Wolf's Cassandra project as one of the "interesting attempts by modern writers to integrate documentary material and topical comment with inventive prose" (292). Smith describes the Cassandra project as at once presenting "formal perfection" (282) and a lack of fully integrating reading of Aeschylus into the travel report parts of the lecture (283). Smith makes clear "Wolf's debt to German classical aesthetics" over the course of her literary career (51). Jg. 13, 1987, Nr.2, S.41) Bulletin, Vol. 16 [1990], Iss. 1, Art. 22 https://newprairiepress.org/gdr/vol16/iss1/22 DOI: 10.4148/gdrb.v16i1.947
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